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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three configuration settings must match for switches to be in the same MST region?
(Choose three)
A. region name
B. revision number
C. VLAN names
D. domain name
E. password
F. VLAN-to-instance assignment
Answer: A,B,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company wants to notify the external system when there is a high possibility that an order
is going to be delayed.
Which four steps are required to invoke the external system connector to notify that an order is
going to be delayed? (Choose four.)
A. Set up the Jeopardy threshold for the orchestration process task.
B. Register the web service connector.
C. Set up the lead time for the orchestration steps in the orchestration process definition.
D. Create a routing rule for the orchestration process task.
E. Set up the Use Defined Lead time in the Available To Promise Rule.
F. Enable a business event trigger point for Jeopardy and associate the connector.
Answer: A,C,D,F
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference
https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/scmcs_gs/FAIOM/FAIOM2061950.htm#FAIOM2061950

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the Avaya [email&#160;protected] Experience Portal bundled server, which system details
need to be verified before starting the system restore?
A. do_MntDrv
B. bkup_system
C. sys_details
D. do_RestoreData
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://downloads.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/100183026

NEW QUESTION: 4
NO: 11 HOTSPOT
You have a Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 organization.
You are configuring backups of a server that has a single mailbox database named MDB01. The
database file is in a folder named MDB01 on drive E, and the log files that are in a folder named
MDB01 on drive F.
You need to back up the server to meet the following requirements:
* Ensure that all the logs truncate automatically after a backup
* Ensure that all the logs replay automatically when restored
* Minimize the amount of storage used for the backups.
Which two items should you select for the backups? To answer, select the appropriate items in
the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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